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2king and queen

Richard Ellis Williams wins the title of LSHS’s 2011 Prom King
A royal title awarded to the unsuspecting boy next door

by Avery Cavazos
A&E Editor

ning it was supposed to be
a superhero thing, but then
I didn’t have a costume. So
n every movie
it wasn’t. And then I had a
the prom king is the jock or
bunch of things in my car
someone like the Fonz. Rarethat would make me look
ly is he ever a nice guy who
like a hobo, sort of, so we
actually deserves to have the
just brainstormed. It was
title. Nice, funny and likeme and Meghan and Blue.
able, Williams is everything
And we just brainstormed
that a prom king should be
and came up with that. And
and more.
it seemed to work okay,”
He would not have
said Williams.
guessed on his first day of
Although Williams is
sophomore year, that he
popular, he remains modest
would become prom king,
about it all.
“I was a goofy goober,
“I don’t view winning
more so than I am now,” said
prom king as a big thing at
Williams with a smile.
all,” he stated humbly.
Photo by Sarah Ruiz
Williams has played an acHe also has some advice
tive role in the Lake Stevens High School Drama club and has been to share with sophomore boys aspiring to become Prom King,
visible on stage in many school plays. He performed as Flick in “A
“I’m pretty much nice to everybody . . . If you have such a desire
Christmas Story”, Le Fou in “Beauty and the Beast”, and Ichabod to be Prom King, I’d say just be very involved in the school and put
Crane in “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow”. Most recently, he played yourself out there and just be nice to everybody.”
the quirky Mad Hatter in “Alice and Wonderland” and Kenickie in
Williams said he wouldn’t be where he is now without teachers
the spring production of “Grease”.
like Carrie Gerrard, Joe Cronin and good friend Meghan Warbis.
Once he was nominated as senior Prom Prince, Williams worked
Lake Stevens High School chose a smart, funny and involved guy
hard to win the crown, but the video that played on VTV was not by voting Richard Williams as its 2011 Prom King. Next year Wilhis original plan. While filming the direction changed many times. liams will return to campus to pass on the crown to whomever is
“Well, it just changed throughout the whole thing. In the begin- lucky enough to fill his shoes.

I

A deeper look into Lake Stevens High School’s Homecoming Queen
Victory as Homecoming Queen was not the only memorable moment of Blue’s senior year

L

ook! It’s a bird! No, it’s a
plane! Oh my gosh, it’s Briyanna
Blue! Briyanna, our 2010 – 2011
Homecoming Queen, is leaving
along with all of the other seniors
this year, and will be attending Arizona State University next year.
“I chose ASU because I can get
away from the cold, and I’m hoping to do something in sustainable
business, which Arizona is pretty
well known for,” said Briyanna.
Even though she is moving on next year, Briyanna
has left her legacy

Photo by Alicia Terry

at Lake Stevens High School, being involved in everything from
Yearbook and Leadership to softball and track. However, many
people don’t realize that she loves
to be behind the scenes rather
than the center of attention.
“In Leadership I am always
signing up to be a coordinator. I
like to interact with people, not
just entertain them,” said Briyanna. “Leadership is one of the
best things I’ve ever involved myself in. The people are
awesome, and it’s
been a great activity, especially for
my senior year.”
She was also
on Varsity Track
and Field during her
freshman and sophomore years, softball her

by Alicia Terry
Design Editor

junior year and track and Leadership this year. Through all of
her activities and with her outgoing personality, Briyanna has met
lifelong friends at Lake Stevens
High School.
“There isn’t one person here at
Lake Stevens that I’ll regret meeting. Everyone here has taught me
a lesson or two, so thanks for
that,” said Briyanna.
When remembering the times
she’s had this past year, she said
that her favorite experience is
hard to pinpoint.
“I’ve made so many great
friends and so many amazing
memories. I will always remember the people here and the
things I’ve done at this school,
and I want to send a shout-out to
all of the people who have made
this the best senior year!”

macho men3

Jay Sellers takes the title of Mr. LSHS

by Jennifer Rojas
Staff Reporter

The annual contest helps to end one senior’s high school career with a memorable title

This year Mr. LSHS was a complete success with many more seniors participating
and competing against each other for the
title of Mr. LSHS.
All the participants were determined
to win, but there would only be one winner. To promote themselves, ads hung all
around the school, telling the students to

In the end the audience voted with their
voices, and Jay Sellers was crowned Mr.
LSHS of 2011.
“Being crowned Mr. LSHS made me feel
pretty happy,” said Sellers.
Sellers didn’t think he would actually
win because he wasn’t well known by the
students. The only reason why he signed

truffle shuffle on stage,” said Sellers.
Presenting his talent was one of Sellers’
favorite memories. The talent that he presented was reading a poem by Shel Silverstein, “Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout.”
He read it by imitating the character
Mr. Herbert from Family Guy.
“I can’t tell you exactly why I

attend the event and to vote for the contestants. Not only did the contestants post
ads around the school, but they also created short video clips to make themselves
known.
At the event, the 19 contestants walked
the stage and presented their signature
moves to the song “She Wolf” by Shakira.
After that, they presented their talents to
the audience and showed them they were
meant to be the next Mr. LSHS.
In the end it came down to the final two:
Jay Sellers and Jarydd Morgan.
“Making it to the final two was when I
finally realized; hey, I might actually win
this,” said Sellers.

up was because his friends suggested he
should. He didn’t believe he would succeed, but in the end Sellers possessed all
the qualities to win.
“I guess I might say I had the ‘underdog
appeal’; a lot of the other contestants, people like Torneby, Tweedie, Kyle, Gary and
others are people many of us at LSHS have
gotten to know and acquaint ourselves with
fairly well. I’m known in most of my classes
for sitting, speaking little, and mostly just
sticking to my work, so I guess much of
the audience in attendance at the Mr. LSHS
show night were surprised to suddenly see
me hopping around with my foot behind
my head and start shamelessly doing the

decided to learn how to do the
voice, but it’s a skill of mine that
other people have always seemed
to find funny, so I figured doing
the voice would be my best bet
for succeeding in the talent part
of the show,” said Sellers.
Overall, the Mr. LSHS competion will be one of Sellers’ fondest memories from Lake Stevens
High School. Sellers’ experience
will stand out for years.
“This is going to be one of my
favorite memories of my time
spent here in Lake Stevens High
School!” said Sellers.

“I might say I had the underdog appeal.”

Photo by: Aria Wexler

The man who brings it all to the table

Kyle Hedges took on the quintessential role to end his high school career

Photo by Aria Wexler

Kyle Hedges is a well-rounded individual and
took up the role of mascot after last year’s mascot Jordan Anderson graduated.
“I thought it would be a fun way to finish off
high school,” said Hedges.
At first, Hedges didn’t think he would get the
job; he felt awkward about the interview
and thought lots of people did better
than him.
“I couldn’t get the helmet to stay on
at first . . . and then when I got it I was
like ‘WAT’,” said Hedges.
Hedges said he enjoys being the mascot because of the freedom and confidence it
gave him his senior year.
“Being around people and being able to be
goofy and being able to entertain, it was just fun,”
said Hedges.
Being the school mascot comes with both pros
and cons, but according to Hedges, the plus sides
outweighed the negative.
“It got really hot during basketball games, but
other than that, it was just fun,” said Hedges.
Being the face of Lake Stevens’ sports for the
last year wasn’t the only challenge Hedges took
on during his high school career. Hedges also has
run both cross country and track, swam on the
swim team until his senior
year and has been yo-yoing
since sixth grade.
Yo-yoing, however, didn’t
come to Kyle through presentations
elementary
school sponsored every
year as a fundraiser.
“I just picked it up on
my own, and I thought
it was really cool. I do

by Isabel Kowacz
Opinion Editor

it for the chicks,” said Hedges.
One thing he does for personal enjoyment is
cross country and track. Hedges has been running since the eighth grade when his sister
sparked his interest.
“I thought it would be a fun way to stay in
shape and do a sport, and eventually I just started liking it. It becomes something that once you
start you don’t want to stop,” said Hedges.
Between all of his activities and homework,
Hedges looks forward to anytime he has to relax
this summer. He hopes this summer will be fun
and relaxing before going off to school.
“In my spare time, I just lay back and sometimes go out for a run,” said Hedges.
In the fall Hedges will be attending Western
Washington University and plans to keep focusing on running, but for the time being he will
spend the summer just having fun.
He’s excited to start a brand new year, and he
says he is grateful for all of his school involvement because it has really helped him branch
out and become more confident.
“This year has really helped me come out of
shell. I don’t mind being goofy or weird around
other people. I don’t mind expressing myself,”
said Hedges.

Sonya Prenguber
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Photo of Sonya and her work by by Aria Wexler

by Jennifer Rojas
Staff Reporter

Prenguber uses many diﬀerent mediums in her art. The work above was created using pastels.

While the rest of LSHS students are anxious
to become seniors, seniors are anxious to graduate and continue on to college. This year Sonya Prenguber is one of those students who will
leave Lake Stevens High School with a diploma
in her hand and with a smile on her face.
Prenguber has experienced so much while
attending LSHS over the last three years. She
has discovered many talents that she never
knew she had which include painting and photography.
“I started photography about two years ago.
I like photography because it captures the essence of everything,” said Prenguber.
Even though it took Prenguber a while to
become a good photographer, she proved the
point that with practice comes improvement

and even greatness. One thing that Prenguber
focuses on when taking a picture is capturing
the truth behind things. In order to continue to
get better in photography, Prenguber knows to
ask for help along the way.
“[I’ve improved] a lot, Mrs. Granillo has
helped me [to] improve my work,” Prenguber
said.
There are many techniques Prenguber uses
in order to capture what she wants. One technique is that when taking a picture she looks
at the scene, puts the camera where ever she
wants, and she always tries taking the photo
from different angles; that way she gets better
results. Prenguber would suggest these techniques to new photographers.
“[I advise that you] don’t try too hard and

don’t be mad at yourself if a picture comes out
blurry because you’ll get a good one, if it takes
a hundred you’ll at least get one good one,” said
Prenguber.
Prenguber hasn’t won any awards for her pictures, but she has won awards for her paintings.
Last year she won silver for one of her paintings
but this year she won a Gold Key Award for her
painting “Goddess” in the Snohomish County
Regional Scholastic Art Awards. Her painting
also competed nationally in New York.
Although Prenguber enjoys photography
and painting, she sees these activities as a recreational type of thing, something just for fun.
After graduating, Prenguber plans on attending
Everett Community College and enrolling in the
nursing program that they provide.

Katherine Swezey

An artist is someone with a unique style and who is capable of capturing beauty
or expression with creative and original ideas. At Lake Stevens High School, anyone
can be an artist, but very few can be influential to the student body.
Katherine Swezey has unknowingly captured the attention of her fellow
classmates through various art forms. Even though Swezey didn’t know
that many knew of her artistic abilities, her peers nominated her as an
influential senior artist for the class of 2011.
“I’m not pursuing art as a career choice. It’s more of a hobby that
I’m good at. I love it all; every type of art is so fun to me. I think I benefit a lot from it; [it’s] instant gratification when people love my art,”
said Sweezey.
Her art skills have been formed by a family history connected to
art.
“I grew up [with art and] took it up very naturally. I was always good at drawing and became good at painting. My mom
and I share the love for [art.] My mom inspired me a ton, she’s
a phenomenal artist. I [would] watch her paint and doodle on
random notes and wanted to be just like her. She used to give
me sketch pads to draw and paint on when I was growing up,”
said Swezey.
Not many at Lake Stevens High School know that in addition to her art, she expresses herself through music.
“I am surprised that I was picked to be an artist [for the
paper], this is so weird. I am good at art, but I am a hidden
artist. Every one is who they are beneath the person that
people think they are. Not [many] people know that I draw or
play guitar. I’ve learned to love guitar and respect people who
play, [even though] I don’t know how to play much music right
now,” said Sweezey.
Whether she is making music with six strings or making pop
art with the stroke of her brush, Swezey will always know
that she is a successful artist because she knows how to
make her art speak to the people.

by Meaghan Baron
Staff Reporter

Photo of Katherine by Sarah Ruiz, photo of her art by Parker Christiansen
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after Lake Stevens High School

by Parker Christiansen
Photographer
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“I wanted to do psychology, but I couldn’t stop drawing
subconsciously, so I decided I want to be a comic artist
or make art for movies, so I’m going to get my BFA in
San Francisco.”

Victoria Danielson
“I’ve been wanting to do graphic art for about two years but learned I was
behind when I was using traditional art. I want to go to Olympia and be able
to design whatever someone needs me to.”

Christina McDaniel
“I love art so much that I want to take a bunch of college courses in different
styles of art to find out which one I would like to pursue. I’m interested in
things with drawing, digital design, and photography.”

6Drama

Beau Castillo makes sparks fly when the curtain goes up
The behind the scenes man that ensures the show goes on
A production of a play cannot happen with the
actors alone. Beau Castillo is one of the wizard
behind the curtain that helps to make magic happen. For the past three years, Castillo has been
a key member of the behind-the-scenes production of the plays at Lake Stevens High School.
“The first play I did was ‘Beauty and the Beast’
in which I pulled ropes on crew,” said Castillo.
Since then, he has been props manager for
“The Legend of Sleepy Hollow”, front of house
manager for “Alice in Wonderland,” and one of
the stage managers for “Grease.”
“[My favorite positions] are either props manager or stage manager. Both required a much
more involved role in producing the play,” said
Castillo. “I enjoy the responsibility and being
able to play such an involved role in the production of the show.”
Even though every production is a lot of pressure to handle and causes immense amounts of
stress, Castillo keeps coming back.
“The atmosphere is so different than anything
I have ever been a part of. Even though it’s a lot

of work and time, it’s a lot of fun.”
After he graduates, Castillo plans to
attend the University of Washington.
“I am undecided what my major will
be,” said Castillo.
Castillo plans on making the most of
his summer.
“[I plan on] enjoying my time with
Paige Whitney before she leaves me forever and finding a job, so I can pay for my
future,” said Castillo.
Castillo is going to miss the people of
drama most of all.
“Drama kids are so different and
unique, especially Kevin Loth, Audrey
Fletcher, Britta Schwendke, Caitlyn Allen,
and Mackenzie Simon. I will also miss all
the incredible teachers I have had,” said
Castillo.
One thing is for certain, being involved in
drama was a great stepping stone for Castillo, one that he will not be likely to forget
any time soon.

Kali Henson’s talent shines on stage
The dedicated senior shows off her drama skills
Students shouldn’t be surprised to
hear somewhere down the road that
Kali Henson has won a Tony Award.
Even though Kali Henson has not
received a Tony Award yet, she has
made her mark on the Lake Stevens’
audience.
Henson had never really considered theater before her junior year.
“While I was registering for my
junior year classes, a good friend of
mine stole my registration paper and
signed me up for the Introduction to
Theater class. Since she wrote in pen,
I was unable to
change
it.
I
h a d
never
really

Photo
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c o n s i d e re d
theater, but I am
really glad I took the class,” said
Henson.
Henson acted in three LSHS drama
productions. She played Katisha in
“The Mikado”, the Diamond Card in

Come on in:
Tues-Thurs 4:30- 8:00
Fri: 2:00-8:00
Sat: 10:00-8:00
Sun: 12:30-6:00

by Paige Whitney
Staff Reporter

“Alice in Wonderland” and ChaCha
in “Grease.” Most of her characters
were opposite of her personality.
“Katisha was the most opposite of
me. She is really mean and vain,” said
Henson. “She knew what she wanted
and would do anything to get it. I am
much more reserved.”
Along with playing difficult characters, Henson had to work with
a grueling schedule and late night
agendas. Drama productions require
complete and utter commitment.
“It becomes my whole life. You
spend so much time at practice, and
it’s hard to be motivated to do other
things. The latest I have stayed at
school for practice was 11:00 p.m.,”
said Henson.
As graduation nears, Henson has
reflected back on her experience and
will miss the good old times that she
spent on the beloved stage.
“I will miss the quality time you
spend with the cast. I’ll miss participating in an event that provides
entertainment for others,” said Henson.
Henson hopes that theater will
continue to be part of her life. However, she still has some decisions to
make regarding her career path.
“I sure hope [drama] will be part
of my future! But I am still unsure if
it is the path I should take,” said Henson. “I am considering being a drama
teacher. I still have to decide if I want
to be in drama or teach it.”
Theater continues to be one of
Henson’s prominent talents. Even
if, in her future, drama is only something she does in her spare time, it
will always be one of her favorite
hobbies.
Main Street Center
1805 Main Street Lake Stevens, WA 98258
425-377-2850

gamesplus@somedia.com

by Tatum McLeod
Staff Reporter
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Marlene Pierce defines fierce
A look into the accomplishments of a dedicated
by Riley Fraser
drama student
Staff Reporter

Marlene Pierce has been a crucial part of the school’s Drama Club for
all three years of her high school career. While unable to be directly involved in drama club as a freshman because she was attending Cavelero,
Marlene went to all the club’s performances and then started her actual
involvement sophomore year as part of the crew of “A Christmas Story.”
Since then, Marlene has been involved in every show produced by the
club.
“I have always loved drama and the values it teaches, such as teamwork, dedication and other values that can be applied elsewhere in life,”
said Pierce.
In her junior year, Marlene ran for club offices and became the secretary treasurer of Drama Club. This year, she became president of the club
and has been in charge of a wide variety of activities, such as field trips,
meetings and advertisements. As her final year in office draws to a close,
she feels that her greatest accomplishment with the program was reinstating the school’s Thespian Society, an honor society for high school
actors. The Thespian Society is a system that uses points and rankings
to internationally score drama students, allowing them to be eligible for
scholarships and programs outside of the high school drama program.
“Before I was president, the school never really followed up on it, and
it was almost forgotten while Mrs. Gerrard was on pregnancy leave,” explained Marlene. “But after the club officers went through all the paperwork last year, we were able to reinstate it.”
After graduating, Marlene will be spending a year in school abroad in
France, after which she will return to the U.S. and begin college at Western Washington University. She intends to get a degree in education and
start teaching her own drama and theater class.
“I also might go into directing because I really love
this program. It’s something I can
see myself doing for the rest
of my life,” said
Pierce.
As a future
director, Marlene leaves the
budding young
actors of Lake
Stevens
with
some words of
encouragement.
“Just go for it.
Don’t be afraid of
stage fright, you
get over it. And
don’t let anyone
tell you that you
can’t be an actor,
Photo by A
ria Wexler
because you can.”
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Bidding farewell to the seniors of Leadership
Ladies

Senior girls dedicate their high school careers to
by Riley Fraser
bettering student experiences
Staff Reporter
As the school year draws to a close,
many seniors are reminiscing on their
time spent at Lake Stevens High School.
Some may be remembering the friends
they made, the classes they took and the
things they accomplished. Others might
be thinking about our schools’ assemblies: hour-long shows of pop-culture
references and slightly suggestive sports
dances. We can thank the students of the
Leadership class for putting together all
these crazy events.
Seniors Meghan Warbis, Mahealani
Puha, Alexa Miller, Stephanie Meyers,
Malia McAvoy and Daniela Montelongo
have dedicated the past two years of
their high school careers to the Leadership class, the longest any one student
can be a part of Leadership. Many of
them were influenced to join Leadership
by upperclassmen.
“The seniors in the class of 2009 were
so fun and outgoing, and I wanted to be
just like them,” said Puha.
This charismatic group of senior ladies has been involved in producing the
numerous school assemblies we’ve seen
over the years.
“I feel as though the assemblies we
host are the most successful and wellknown parts of Leadership,” said Montelongo. “They’re just a blast to put on,
and it’s fun to think of things that would
make the rest of the school laugh.”
However, the Leadership class is responsible for more than just putting
Richie Williams in a SpongeBob suit.

“Most of the student body knows
us for creating the assemblies,” explained Warbis. “But we are also in
charge of school activities such as
Dodgeball, Mr. LSHS, Talent Show,
the Senior Dinner, Food Drive and
Giving Tree, Battle of the Sexes and
Spirit Days.”
Under the guidance of these dedicated seniors, Leadership was able
to hold a successful Food Drive and
Giving Tree two years in a row. Last
year, the Food Drive amassed almost 30,000 non-perishable food
items for the less-fortunate members of our community. This year,
Leadership beat their own record
by surpassing 30,000 itens, allowing the food bank to serve about
275 families in need per month.
Without question, the Leadership students have served the
school well and wish the best for the program in the future.
“I wish that Leadership would continue to be diverse and different but still be
a compatible group that people can look
up to,” said Puha.
As Meghan prepares for college, she
leaves the Leadership students of the
future with some key advice: “Don’t be
pompous. Leadership kids aren’t better
than everyone else; we’re the same as
everyone else, we just do different things
than everyone else. And you need to
reach out to others to know how to assist
the school, so always be approachable.”

From left to rig
Kemp, James Coht, Mahealani Puha, Megha
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Gentlemen
Leadership’s senior boys put time and effort into school
by Hannah Bartow
activities
Sports Editor
The Leadership class works
hard to make student run assemblies and other events enjoyable
for every student sitting in the
bleachers. Many of those hard
working students spend hours
on end putting together comical and entertaining assemblies.
Some seniors, who put together
amazing assemblies include
Richard Williams, James Cox,
Michael Kemp and Kyle Hedges.
These students have been a part
of Leadership for two years of
their high school career.
Richard Williams has been a
part of Leadership for two years
and has had many memorable
experiences. From performing
tasks that go along with running
assemblies to making events
here at Lake Stevens High School
more enjoyable, Williams has
played an active role at LSHS.
“There wasn’t enough applicants my sophomore year, so my
neighbor came over one night
and said, ‘You’re doing Leadership,’” said Williams.
For the majority of assemblies,
Williams spends his time out on
the floor cracking jokes written
by others in Leadership. For the
assemblies that Williams is not
out on the floor he performs a series of odd jobs around the gym.
“My main role in Leadership is
public speaking. [In some assemblies] I’ve acted or did fake outs.
Occasionally I would run the music. The music room is small and
I’m a gaseous person, so I didn’t
like that job too much,” said Williams.
Williams’ favorite assembly so
far was the Harry Potter assembly for Winter Sports.
“I got to look like Bat Boy with

my bald cap. Plus, making disgusting noises and popping out
of the cauldron after Cronin said,
‘Sugar, spices and everything
nice…BABY!’ was definitely my
favorite assembly memory by
far.”
Another prominent member
of the Leadership team is James
Cox. Cox has been a part of Leadership since his sophomore year.
“I decided to be in Leadership
because senior boys that I looked
up to were in that class and told
me I should try it, so I applied,”
said Cox.
Cox spends long hours writing
scripts, making props and designing backdrops for assembies.
“A lot of time goes into Leadership on assembly days. We’re
usually at school until 12 at night
and then six in the morning the
day of,” said Cox.
Cox has performed in multiple
assemblies, playing a giant foot
and a jock. His favorite this year
was the SpongeBob-themed assembly for Spring Sports.
Like many other seniors a part
of Leadership, Hedges has been
an active member for two years.
Hedges main role in Leadership, when it comes to planning
assemblies, is to create the major
props seen on the “stage” floor.
Although Hedges spends a lot of
time making props for assemblies, he has also performed in
many of them.
“I acted as Rudolph my junior
year in the Rudolph assembly.
I got to be Rudolph again in the
Top Gun assembly. I was also one
of the three Ron Weasley’s and
Andy in the Toy Story Assembly,”
said Hedges.
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DECA President Duncan Rice, means business
A unique student shows interest in marketing
Being in DECA can be hard and challenging, but being the president of DECA
is even more extreme. President Duncan
Rice won the office because of his motivation, dedication, communication and
positive attitude.
“I wake up at five every morning and
get to school at 6:40. I work in the Cove
in the morning before school, lunch, and
sixth period for Specialty Marketing till
2:10 or later. Everybody else has six periods a day, but I have seven, and it’s all
for DECA,” said Rice.
When Duncan took Introduction to
Marketing, he was interested in business
but wasn’t sure what he wanted to do.
He continued the program, so he could
then join the Business and Management
class that runs the Cove. He started off
by buying all the food for the Cove, shopping at Costco, and the following year he
decided to run for president.
“I went up against good candidates
for DECA president; I had great people
for my competition, but in the end they
thought I was a good candidate, [and] I was chosen as
president.”
Like every other senior,
Duncan picked his classes to
get an idea of what he wants to
do with his future. His college
plan is to go to Everett Community College for two years to
get an AA and then transfer to
UW, WSU or Western. Still undecided, he plans on choosing
the college that will best suit his
career choice. For him, DECA has
provided leadership and business
skills, which will help him step for-

by Michelle Bennett
Staff Reporter

ward into his future career as a business
executive.
“Hopefully [I will get] a thousand dollar DECA scholarship this year. I want to
be an executive for a bigger business like
Google or Microsoft. Sky’s the limit you
know?” said Rice.
This year and last, Duncan went to
State and Nationals for DECA competitions. For his competition, he wrote a
ninety-page project and presented it.
Although he did not win either year, he
learned a great deal about the DECA program, what it needs and what he can do
to make it a better program for years to
come.
“DECA is a business course, so I’ve basically learned how to run my own business and everything that goes along with
it. I’m going to miss all my friends. Ms.
Morton and Ms. Monahan are great; they
teach you a lot. I’ve learned most of my life
lessons in there,” said Rice.
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Proud DECA seniors travel to Florida
Some of the Cove’s familiar faces go to Nationals

by Sarah Ruiz
Editor-in-Chief

Brianna Klein, Lindsey Danas and Alia Kelly traveled to Florida this
year after snatching spots at DECA Nationals. When the group was in
Florida, they sported the standard blue blazers to face their competition. At Nationals, the group presented a project they had spent serious time producing.
“We had to spend hours
working on our paper that
was forty pages long,” said
Klein. “It was called Store
Certification, and it was
strictly on the Cove,” said
Kelly.
After working so hard on
the project, the team was
a little disappointed when
they did not continue on
after the presentation.
However, they kept a positive outlook on the competition.
“One hundred and
twelve schools were
there, and they broke us
up into four rooms, and
Photo courtesy
there turned out to be a
of DECA
From left to rig
ht, Brianna Klei
certain amount in a group,
n, Lindsey
Danas and Alia
Kelly at DECA N
and they picked four
ationals.
of the top presenters from
each room, so all together there were sixteen top presenters. We didn’t
make it, [but] the judges and people even came up to us after and were
like, ‘You guys did so good,’” said Kelly. Klein added, “We had a really
good presentation, so we know that if they had a top twenty we would
be in the top twenty.”
After the competition, the team was able to relax in the sunny
weather of Florida. The team even visited Disney World and bonded
as a group. The trip that was a truly powerful opportunity for all the
girls involved.
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LSHS Executive Government takes a break from the business

Photos

Shawn Cooper: ASB President

Chelsea Newman: Vice President

What has being president meant to you?

Why did you decide to run?

“In the beginning of the year what had me
hesitant was that no one ran against me. I
pretty much walked into the job and whether
I would’ve won if someone had run against me
is something that sticks with me. As the year
panned out, I started to learn the position; I
think students accepted me.”

Do you like working with Lewis?

“She’s good at what she does. Without her,
we’d probably all be in jail.”

What goals did you have coming into this year?

“We had a couple abstract goals; we wanted
to bring ASB and Leadership closer together
because there’s been a bit of tension between
us. As for that, I think we made some headway.
I think the tension between us has really died
down. We have become more of a single unit
than two separate entities.”

Goals you hope will continue to improve?

“Recycling. It’s not in the custodial contract
to empty the recycle bins. It took a year to get
the paperwork and stuff done to get the bins
here. This is the first year we have had them
and they’re being held hostage because they
got full twice, and it’s up to students and ASB to
empty them. ASB has a lot of stuff to do without
having to take out the recycling every morning.
But [the bins] are starting to fill up fast because
people have gotten used to them.”

“I just wanted to make a difference. I had kind
of been quiet the last few years and I decided
I wanted to get out there and see how I could
change the school.”

Was being Vice President a good way to end?

“Yeah definitely, I found out a lot more about
my school than I knew. And I liked helping.”

What was your favorite part of the job?

“Probably just getting to know the different
types of people around the school and getting
to help out.”

Was it easy to work with this group?

“At first we were kind of all strangers. We had
a few meetings over summer and then we just
bonded. It was really rocky at first, but once we
got to know the different quirks, we all have we
became a little family.”

Michelle Prior: Secretary Treasurer
What are your main jobs?

“I have to do all the minutes for the meetings,
and Lewis and I work on the budget. We just approved our next year’s budget, and that was a
lot of work.”

Do you have to be good at math?

“No, like keeping track of it, mostly just keeping [the money] organized.”

by Sara
h

Ruiz

What do you think is one of the best qualities of the
executive goverrnment this year?

“I think that it’s that we all joke with each
other, and we are all pretty good friends, and I
think that really helps.”

What was the most exciting thing this year?

“I really liked helping Leadership with the
assemblies and helping the other classes with
their dances sss because [we] as a group of
four don’t put on the events, but we help with
them.”

Jens Christian-Holt: Public Relations
What does your job entail?

“The job title is basically that anything going on [at] campus or in the community people
knows about it. [I like] communicating with
people. I like talking to people, different people
around campus, not just the mainstream kids.”

What was your biggest accomplishment this year?

“I really liked how Game of the Week went
this year, and I really liked giving pizza to kids
before football games. A lot of it for me was I
hadn’t done ASB previously, so it was a learning
curve.”

What have you learned this year?

“There are a lot of different people out there.
You can’t make everybody happy, but you can do
your best.”

Senior ASB officers give their perspective on the year

What do you feel were ASB’s greatest accomplishments this year?

by Riley Fraser
Staff Reporter

“[I think] we did a great job at inter-high,” said Senior Class Vice President, Kamran Ali.

What advice would you give ASB
officers of the future?
“I would say always stay driven and stay focused.
Always be driving forward. Never just kind of do
things on a whim because it takes a lot of time to get
things approved,” said Senior Class President, Bradley Dickson.

How do you feel about the ASB
performance this year?
Senior ASB
“I think we got a lot done. We did what we wanted to do, and Members of the
ss.
cla
ior
sen
we made sure the seniors could have a good year by putting on the
some good events. And we had lays out like normal,” said Senior
Class Sectretary Treasurer, Ciara Weems.

Photo by Aria Wexler
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In loving memory

Ben Clark

In our hearts, your memory lingers sweetly, tender, fond and true.
There is not a day that we do not think of you.

Love ya B!

ey Jardin, Aria Wexler, Parker Christiansen, Sarah Ruiz, Avery Cavazos, AJ Calcagno, Mrs. Chilson, Josiah Williams, Shakayla Thibou and Mrs. Granillo.
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Sprinting her way through the “event” known as high school

Jennifer Hartwell moves fast into the future that lies beyond graduation
Jennifer Hartwell has proven
she can go the distance. During
her high school career, Hartwell
has run in both track and cross
country.
“Track is definitely my favorite; I’m a sprinter, not a distance
runner. Mainly I sprint, jump and
pole vault, but I have done 14 out
of 18 events in track and field.
But the 4 x 200 and pole vault
are probably my favorite events,”
said Hartwell.
Hartwell was able to show her
skill at state.
“Sophomore year I went to
state with the 4 x 100 and 4 x
200 relays, and last year I went
with the 4 x 400 as an alternate.

It was tons of fun,” said Hartwell.
Along with sports, Hartwell
works hard to be an outstanding
student. Hartwell literally took
her studies to the next level.
“My senior year classes have
been a bit different because I did
Running Start junior and senior
year. I’ve taken statistics, trigonometry, calculus, political science, Spanish and ceramics this
year,” said Hartwell.
Sports have taught her a great
deal of lessons as well.
“Sports have taught me that
sometimes you have to do things
you don’t want to do in order to
help the team out. Also, track
and cross country have showed

The life of Brandon Fiske
The next baseball superstar

by Paige Whitney
Staff Reporter

For Brandon
Fiske, baseball has
become a major part
of his everyday life.
The passion for the
game runs through
his veins, and playing baseball is more
than just a sport he
plays for fun.
“No matter how
much you are losing
by, you can always
make a comeback,”
said Fiske. “Unlike
any other sports,
there is no time
limit.”
Fiske plays a key
role on his baseball
team as the pitcher.
The pressure put on
a pitcher can be too
much for some players, but Fiske makes
Photo courtesy of Alisa Partington
sure to stay positive Senior Brandon Fiske pitches for LSHS
at Cavelero.
and motivated.
“If you aren’t
determined to get better every day and always give
110%, you will never reach your goals,” said Fiske.
“You can’t do anything by yourself, mentally and
physically. Your team is what wins, not the individual.”
Other than baseball, Fiske participates in activities that help to prepare him for baseball. There is
not a moment during the day that Fiske is not thinking about baseball. The phrase “eating, sleeping and
breathing baseball” applies to Fiske. Life for him can
always relate to the game.
“Pretty much everything I do revolves around
baseball, from running and lifting weights, to doing
school work. It all has some effect on baseball. In
other words, I don’t have any other hobbies,” said
Fiske.
Fiske plans to continue his passion for baseball in
his pursuit of high education and possibly as a future
career. To help keep pitchers like Fiske stay healthy,
baseball leagues have adopted guidelines and rules
that control how many pitches a pitcher can throw
during one game.
“If I can keep my arm healthy, I’ll have a shot at
getting the privilege to play after college professionally,” said Fiske.

by Paige Whitney
Staff Reporter

me how important it is to support your teammates. It makes
such a difference to have someone there cheering you on right
when the race gets tough,” said
Hartwell.
As her senior year comes to an
end, Hartwell leaves advice for
future athletes.
“I encourage others to do
sports because, well, it is just a
lot of fun. The people are great
and the coaches are too,” said
Hartwell. “It’s also fun to compete and get that feeling of accomplishment after a good meet
or hard workout. Some of my favorite memories have come from Senior Jennifer Hartwell running the 4 x 400
time down on the track.”
relay at a district track meet in Monroe.

Cody Schlosser’s approach: “Go Big or Go Home”
A year of hard work proves worthwhile for one athlete

by Paige Whitney
Staff Reporter

Cody Schlosser played on the football and wrestling teams and excelled in both. However, he has
a favorite out of the two.
“Wrestling [is my favorite] by far,” said Schlosser.
Schlosser has been able to wrestle his way to
the top and to wrestle at State.
“It was an amazing experience. Winning State
as a team was by far the best experience of my high
school career,” said Schlosser.
Schlosser assisted the Vikings in taking first in
State with his sixth place finish in his weight class.
Along with football and wrestling, Schlosser fills
his time with other hobbies.
“I am usually hanging out with my girlfriend,
Sarah Carpenter, working out or fishing out of my
kayak,” said Schlosser.
Schlosser is also a hardworking student. This
year, he has taken Physics, American Literature,
CAI, AP Statistics, Design 2 and Guitar.
Most importantly, Schlosser has learned some
valuable life lessons from playing sports.
“Teamwork is very important. Everyone still has
what
they do on their own after winning a match,
Photo by Parker Christiansen
Cody Schlosser holds his guitar, as playing but it is part of a bigger picture, like the team supguitar is one of Schlosser’s many hobbies. porting each other.”
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Playing music since a young age: The Gary Plunkett Story
Many consider him the ultimate multi-talented music man

Photo by Aria Wexler

Gary Plunkett plays the marimba. Plunkett played percussion, which includes intruments ranging from drums to the xylophone.

If a student ever heard anyone
talking about marimba, without a
doubt, Gary Plunkett was involved.
“I play percussion; marimba is

just part of that, it’s the same as a
snare drum or tambourine,” said
Plunkett.
Plunkett started playing the

by Isabel Kowacz
Opinion Editor

piano when he was five years old,
which drove him to join band in
middle school. In eighth grade he
took a break before joining band
again in ninth grade because his
mom made him. His favorite part of
band is all the people.
In the school band Plunkett plays
percussion, which includes anything from the drums to the xylophone.
He’s gone far in band and is proud
of all their success. Recently at Festival of Sorts in Pasco, the band
placed first for the rhythm section
of all the bands participating.
“We dominated everyone, and
I got a standing ovation. Then we
went to the hotel and were living it
up,” said Plunkett.
Just like most other students,
Plunkett experiences a time
crunch. Band and homework have
consumed most of Plunkett’s time
since school started.
“I skateboard less than I used to
and do homework more than I used
to,” said Plunkett.
Even though he has no big plans
for the summer, Plunkett plans on
enjoying his time just relaxing.
“I plan on skateboarding more,”
said Plunkett.
Plunkett has also started his own

band with with 14
members called
the Love Puppets.
“So far we only
play Sufjan
Stevens,
but hopefully we’ll
start playing our
own stuff
soon,” said
Plunkett.
He also
hopes that the
Love Puppets
won’t become
just a cover
band. He plans
to spend time
this summer
with the band.
In regards to the
future, Plunkett
has yet to decide
where he plans to
go to college after
graduating, but
despite what he
decides to
do, the future should
prove to be promising.

Photo by Aria Wexler

These band members give a new meaning to “feeling the beat”
Before walking at graduation, these students prepare for their final performance

by Michelle Bennett
Staff Reporter

Photo by Parker Christiansen

Some of the LSHS Band Seniors. Bottom row: Ian Anderson, Patrice Surdi, Taya Morgan and Jennifer Mathison Middle row: Kevin Afflerbach, Jenna Morrison, Christian Reed and
Vinnessa Bruscas Top row: Taylor Buehler, Jonai Eichelberger, Darin Nettleton, Talon Coleman, Darrell Leber and Megan Allen.

As seniors around LSHS anxiously await
graduation, the band seniors are preparing to
play “Pomp and Circumstance March” by Sir
Edward Elgar that is played every year as the
seniors walk into graduation. As a result, the
whole class of 2011 will get to end on a musical note. Band teacher Neil Proff is sad but
excited to see his seniors graduate and go on
to college.
“I wish you guys well, and keep playing. Just
keep playing until you die. Come back and visit
me and tell me what winners you’ve become.
I look forward to seeing you guys and eventu-

ally seeing your kids in the future,” said Proff.
Ian Anderson has been part of band from
the very beginning of his Viking adventure
and after graduation he will go to Edmonds
Community College for their jazz band. He is
planning to go to ECC until he can transfer to
Central Washington University.
In the future, he plans to keep music in his
life in two ways: first, by becoming a music
teacher and second, by playing in a jazz band.
Some advice he wants to give to the rest of the
band is to be memorable and leave a legacy.
“Band at LSHS was the ultimate experience.

I can’t imagine going through high school
without having the band to keep me busy,
and I especially can’t imagine what the last
three years would have been like without the
people I’ve been surrounded by. The thing I’ll
miss most, by far, about band is how involved
I’ve been with it. I haven’t made a single decision about what to do on the weekend without considering band. I’d just like to give a
massive shout out to Proff for being a great
mentor, also to the teachers who put up with
us weird band kids, and finally, the students
who support what we do,” said Anderson.
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To these seniors, the number four never sounded so good

by Paige Whitney
Staff Reporter

A select trio graduate with a pristine 4.0 GPA
Launa Blaine...

...achieved an overall GPA of
4.0 with flying colors.
“It’s never really been a
goal. I just do it,” said Blaine.
Blaine serves as her own
personal motivation.
“I’m not sure what it is
that keeps me up at one in
the morning doing calculus
homework or writing a paper.
My parents don’t force me to get good grades, and they
never tell me to do my homework. I just do it because
that is what I do,” said Blaine.
Blaine has never taken the easy way out. Through
her high school career, she has taken AP Chemistry,
AP Calculus, AP English, UW Spanish, UW English, and
drafting.
“I could never get the hang of drafting. Chemistry
and calculus are just inherently difficult. My biggest
problem with Spanish is getting rid of my terrible
American accent,” said Blaine. “UW English is the best
class I’ve taken at LSHS because it has taught me how
to think, which apparently I haven’t been doing right
for the past 17 years.”
Besides school, Blaine has participated in many extra curricular activities like playing softball, helping
coach the Cavelero 8th grade team and walking dogs
at the animal shelter.
“I love hanging out with friends, listening to Sublime (or anything else that isn’t country or 106.1),
shopping, eating a lot, camping, watching the Office

and the Big Bang Theory, taking pictures, and taking
naps. Mostly, I just like to be lazy,” said Blaine.

Juliana Borges...

...competes as one of LSHS top students. She has received a cumulative GPA of 4.0 during her high school
career. However, her outstanding academic journey
started even earlier than freshman year.
“Good grades have been important to me even since
elementary school, so maintaining that has become a
more and more important goal for me the further I
get in school. I also like to challenge myself, so aiming for a 4.0 has just been kind of natural for me,” said
Borges.
“Higher education is my biggest motivation. No
one’s ever really put pressure on me to succeed in
school, but I’ve wanted it for myself,” said Borges. “Going to college in the future and thinking about that is a
big motivation for me.”
As for her schedule, Borges has taken AP European
History, AP US History, AP Calculus, Advanced Grammar, AP Literature, UW English and UW Spanish.
“I’m not the girl who
has taken a million AP
classes, I just want to
put that out there,” said
Borges.
Aside from her classes, Borges keeps busy
outside of school.
“Extra curricular activities have made my

Brad and Drew join the crew
The UW rowing team presents
its newest recruits
Since the second grade, Brad Dickson and Andrew McCrea have been
best friends. They do everything together, from taking the same classes
to doing the same sport.
For five years the duo has been
rowing for the Lake Stevens Rowing
Club and has created a legacy the club
is sure to remember.
Dickson and McCrea have rowed
in nationals for the past two years receiving third and second place. This
year, they plan on taking the gold.
“I’m super happy with our success,
and I’m happy that LSRC has supported us these past years,” said McCrea.
Most recently, the two have received a lending hand financially from
the University of Washington.
“Crew isn’t an NCAA scholarship
sport for men. So the UW is offering
some
‘perks’ to
help us out.
Reduced
meal prices,
book

by Tatum McLeod
Staff Reporter
scholarships, ect.,” said McCrea. (A
normal NCAA scholarship includes
tuition, room and board.)
Although the UW was the boys’ pick,
Dickson and McCrea did receive other
offers from prestigious colleges.
“I got offers from Cal Berkley,
Brown, Princeton and Harvard, but
never actually applied anywhere other than the UW,” said Dickson.
The two best friends even plan on
majoring in the same field. McCrea
wants to major in biology, chemistry,
or anything that can get him into premed, and Dickson plans on majoring
in either biology or biotechnology.
When college ends, the two plan on
going their separate ways.
Dickson plans on making a career
out of rowing.
“[I will] maybe row for the US
or New Zealand national team or
the Olympics. I just want to make it
through college first,” said Dickson.
McCrea plans on furthering his
college education and starting a
family.
With their luck, Dickson and
McCrea will end up in the same
nursing home in seventy
years. These two friends
will never stop amazing the world.

Photo by Parker Christiansen

Brad Dickson and Drew McCrea pose after rowing in a successful race.

high school experience
awesome. I’ve done
four years of cross
country and golf (captain of both teams). I
am also in Key Club as
the president. I am also
an ASB senator,” said
Borges.
Photos by Aria Wexler
With extra activities
and school studies, Borges stays busy, but looks forward to the challenge.

Talan Gunnell...

...attends school at Everett Community College
where he participates in full-time Running Start. He
has achieved a 4.0 since his freshman year. When he
graduates, he will be graduating with his associates.
Attaining a 4.0 has always been a goal of his, and he
receives an abundance of support from his family.
“My mother has always been the one who pushes
me. My family is my biggest motivation. I also [get
good grades] for personal satisfaction,” said Gunnell.
Not only does he do Running Start, but Gunnell enrolled in the SnoIsle Medical Assistant Program. Online classes were also part of his daily schedule. His
most difficult online class was Political Science.
“I’m one of those people who like going to class and
interacting with the teacher,” said Gunnell.
The senior continues to challenge himself and
plans for a future of success. Graduating with a 4.0 will
hopefully help Talan to reach all his goals.
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Kylee Hilde
Hawkins Memorial Scholarship

David Shagum

Lake Stevens LionClub Scholarship

Riley Fraser

Public School Employees of Lake Stevens Scholarship

Paige Whitney

Melinda Hardwick Creative Writing Scholarship

Florence Arias-Sanchez

Public School Employees of Lake Stevens Scholarship

Brooke Dalgleish

Rotary Club of Lake Stevens/Granite Falls Scholarship

Holly Lian

Dr. Peter Jensen Memorial Scholarship

Natasha Kacoroski

GMC Academic Scholarship

Jenae Bertilson

Bellarmine Scholarship

Michael Berg

Athletic Award at Everett Community College

Autumn Isaacson

Athletic Award at Central Arizona University

Julie Heard

Western Undergraduate Exchange
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16 Most

...create world peace:

likely
to...

...become Mr.
& Mrs. Clause:
Alex Torneby and Neva King Beau Castillo and Marlene Pierce

Gary Plunkett and Daniela Montelongo

...cause WWIII:

Delmar Smith and Kaitlyn Neighbors
...become a game show host:

Richie Williams and Meghan Warbis

...be in a circus:
Kyle Hedges and Jessica Cornell

...never leave LSHS:

Cody Riecks and Meaghan Posey
...become America’s Next Top Model:

Brandon Preslar and Alexa Miller

Photos and photo art by Sarah Ruiz

...sleep through graduation:
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The best of...

“MY FAVORITE MEMORY OF SENIOR YEAR IS REALLY HARD TO
PINPOINT. BUT AS OF RIGHT NOW I WOULD HAVE TO SAY THAT MY
FAVORITE MEMORY WAS WHEN MY BEST FRIEND AND I DROVE TO
ALBANY, OREGON FOR A DAY . WE ALMOST DIED SEVERAL TIMES,

“MY FAVORITE MEMORY OF SENIOR YEAR WAS WHEN I
GOT ASKED TO TOLO. WE WENT OUT TO DINNER AND HUNG
OUT.”

PLAYED THE LICENSE PLATE GAME UNTIL OUR LEGS WERE BRUISED
AND MADE INSIDE JOKES THAT WILL LAST A LIFETIME. THAT WAS
A GREAT DAY. THANKS FOR GOING WITH ME, CUPCAKE.”

- DANIEL ESQUIVEL

- BREANNA RINEAR
“PLANNING OUT PROM [ASKING MY DATE TO PROM]. I WAS PRETTY GREAT.
I STUFFED CONFETTI AND A NOTE IN A BALLON THAT SAID, WILL YOU GO TO
PROM WITH ME? WE EXCHANGED EASTER BASKETS AND ALL THE EGGS HAD
LETTERS THAT SPELLED OUT POP THE BALLOONS.”

- ALEX PETOSA

DOING MY CE [BECAUSE ] I’D BEEN WORRYING
ABOUT IT FOR A LONG TIME, AND WHEN I DID IT,
IT WAS REWARDING AND A RELIEF. I SAW EVERYTHING COME TOGETHER.

“GETTING ACCEPTED INTO
CENTRAL [WAS] A BIG ACCOMPLISHMENT AND PROBABLY JUST HANGING OUT
WITH FRIENDS, ANTICIPATING GRADUATION.”

- BRITTNEY JOHNSON

11

- CONNOR STOTT

“MY FAVORITE MOMENT WAS
WHEN ALL THE SENIORS GOT
TO THROW GLOW STICKS AT
ALL THE JUNIORS.”

- MAKAELA STROUD

“I ASKED OUT THE GUY
I LIKED TO PROM, AND
I WAS REALLY NERVOUS.
I WAS SHAKING SO BAD.
MY FACE WAS BEET
RED, AND I SAID IT SO
BLUNTLY.”

- ALYSHA CALKINS

“FINISHING MY VIP
PAPER BECAUSE I’VE

DONE IT THREE TIMES.”

- STEPHANIE BENJAMIN

Photos by Avery Cavazos

18after senior year
Where are
you headed?
Darin
Nettleton:
Wheaton
College
Illinois

Daniel
Parker:
Northwest
Nazarene
University

Erin Hawkins,

Briana
Sherwood,

“Oh summer, what a wonderful time for freedom
and rain? Hopefully it will
be warm enough to go outside; if not, I suppose going
to Texas will help my longing for hot, drenching sun.
On the way there, there is a
99 percent chance my family and I are going to Disneyland! A child’s dream
(not that I’m a child anymore), but who would pass
up the opportunity to go
to the magical kingdom?
Of course after my much
needed vacation, I must go
back to work
at Safeway.
The rest of
my summer
shall inv o l v e
friends,
my birthday, and
my anxiously
a wa i t e d
tattoo!”

“This summer I will be attending
a Higher Things conference with my
youth group in Las Vegas, Nevada. This
will be my first year going, and I’m really excited! We’ll be leaving on July 4th
and getting back a week later. We will be
staying at the University of Nevada for
the week and going to church services
every day.”

Jordyn Jaynes,
“The summer, after senior
year, I’m going out with a
bang. My boyfriend, Spencer,
and me are going to Mexico
for 10 days. It’s my first time
out of the states, and I’m so excited!”

Justin Morea,
“My summer plans are simple. I’m
going to Michigan when I get out of
school to visit my family and to eat a
monster-sized BLT at Tony’s Restaurant.”

SUMMER PLANS
Photos by Parker Chirstiansen

Mariah Aceves,
Mariah
Kaye:
BYU
Idaho

“This summer I was planning on Attending the
2011-2012 FCCLA National Leadership Confrence in
July, I am unfortunately unable to attend, but I do wish
the other groups good luck and hope they have a great
time! I do plan to prepare for my move to Utah for
school next year! As well as spending as much time
with good friends as I can!”

Jennifer
Gutierrez,
Patrice
Surdi:
University
of Washington

Photos courtesy of Aria Wexler

“So my plans
for the summer are to
go to Mexico! I’m going
to visit my family down
there for three weeks,
and I’ll spend one week
at a resort. My goal is to
get really, REALLY tan...
without burning myself.
While I’m down there, I
plan to eat all the food
there because it’s so
good! And when the
trip is all over, I’m going to spend the rest of
the summer trying to
lose the weight I gained
before I go to college.”

Marlene Pierce,

“This summer I
am going to
Europe and
backpacking
for 35 days
from Greece
to Germany
and then to
Barcelona,
hitting nine
countries in
all. Then I
am ﬂying
to Lyon,
France
where I
will be
doing
mission
work in the
local area.”

teacher goodbyes19

NHN

Sadie Schwarzmiller,

Sky DeFalco,

You represent the best attitude about natural highs.
Thanks for all your service.

Alexia Demary,

Music is the best high, keep writing
the tunes for us all.

Tyler Vanderheyden,
Keep rockin’!!!

Your flyers ruled, thank you for your
strength as a (maybe) quiet role model
of our school.

Justin Morea,

Farrah Graesser,

I’ll miss your smile and the attitude
that forms it.

Thanks for everything this year, you’ll
be missed!
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Dear Senior IP Members,
Who will be left to fill the infamous board? Who
will remind RM not to sulk? Who will I bother
next year about not having a prom date? At
least I won’t have to hear another discussion
about “feathers”. I am not sure I’ll be able to
replace the front page guru and I am so thankful that you are and have been hooked to your
cell phones all year gladly waiting for any email
update I might need to send you! The juniors will
tell you they won’t miss you - but they soon too
will realize how empty their lives have become
without your daily presence. Thanks for the many
memories. Sadie - please remove all “IP” messaging from the web site!

-Mrs. Hanson & Moose
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Journalism ninjas fight through challenges to deliver news
Dear Seniors,
The nature of this writing demands that I break one of my
newspaper rules - omitting “you”
and “your,” but so be it. Thank
you for a great year and for the
countless hours you contributed
to publishing the paper this year.
Although it was a year of transition with a new advisor and paper format, you handled this adversity and other challenges with
maturity and grace.
I greatly appreciate that as seniors in this course you took on
a variety of leadership roles even
if not all of you held editorial positions, which is sometimes truly
the best kind of leadership.
When I think about you as a
group, I appreciate the diverse
points of view that you have
brought to this paper. I attribute
this to your life experiences.
Some of you come from large
families whereas others are only
children. Some of you have been
guided by your parents every
step of the way in life, and others have needed to lead your parents at times. One of you married

your sweetheart, and one of you
helped save your sweetheart’s
grandma’s life. All of these events
have helped shape your world
view and perspective about what
is important to report to the student body and community.
Looking back on the year, I
stand by my conviction that teenagers are amazing people, and I
am lucky to have worked with
you.
Some of my favorite memories of this year come from you.
Here are a couple that have perhaps been forgotten: Benny and
Riley jamming in class, the boys
line dancing behind the punch
and cupcake table at the Father
Daughter Dance, embracing and
celebrating the “perfect pica” and
Alicia’s knack to fix a tragic page
at the last minute with a couple
of short-hand key functions.
After graduation, some of
you will be pursuing careers associated with publications and
publicity, but most of you won’t.
However, regardless of individual plans, I know you will take
your academic and personal talents that you have demonstrated
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Back row: Kaylynn Tobias, Parker Christiansen, Austin Carlton, Connor Wilson, Riley
Fraser, and Benjamin Saack. Front row: Courtney Jardin, Isabel Kowacz, Paige Whitney
and Alicia Terry. These seniors brainstormed, wrote, edited, designed, and helped to
raise funds to produce this year’s Valhalla. Thank you for all of your hard work.

through publishing the Valhalla continue to grow as citizens with
into those endeavors.
a global perspective.
I wish you all the best of luck
Sincerely,
in your future pursuits and have
little doubt that all of you will
Mrs. H.

